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STORM DRAIN™

Complete Drainage System

Components:

Tee Piece

Leaf Guard

Inline Pit

Joiner

40 in & 10 ft  
Channel

Deep Profile

Corner

End Cap/Outlet

TM

• Ideal for paths, driveways and domestic areas with corners & T sections
• Made in Australia from tough, durable and light-weight, UV-stabilised recycled plastic
• Hold down feet to stop flotation during pouring of concrete
• Available in 40 in &  10 ft lengths, plus a whole range of accessories
• All grates comply to Australian Standards 

End Cap

End Outlet
& Leaf Guard

Tee Piece

Inline Pit

40 in Channel
& Grate

10 ft Channel 
& Grate

90º Corner

Easy interchangeable 
clip-in grates. Suits all 
RELN channel grates

L YFoundation Landscape YardF

products.com
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STORM DRAIN™

Storm Drain - D.I.Y. Complete Drainage System

RELN Storm Drain is the complete DIY drainage system designed for paths, 
driveways and any domestic areas with corners and  T sections. With a 
complete range of accessories available and easily interchangeable clip 
in grates, Storm Drain is designed to make life easy!

• Ideal for paths, driveways and domestic areas with corners 
and T sections

• Designed to withstand 5.5 ton vehicle weight when 
correctly installed

• Tough, durable and lightweight UV stabilised recycled plastic
• Available in 40 in and 10 ft lengths
• 100% recycled material
• Australian Made
• Available in all RELN grates 
• Easily interchangeable clip in grates
• Hold down feet to stop flotation during pouring of concrete
• Bottom outlet, End Outlet and Inline pit can be glued to 

4 in PVC stormwater pipe
• Leaf Guard prevents blocking outlets and pipes for use on 

channel and Inline Pit
• 90° corner and T-piece for left or right extensions
Easy clip-together joining for all Storm Drain range accessories

Grate Options: (4.4 in x 1 in x 40 in): Plastic in Black and Portland 
Grey. Black Heel Guard Plastic, Architectural, Stainless Steel, 
Galvanised Steel

Range: 40 in and 10 ft Channels, Inline Pit, Joiner, Leaf Guard, 
End Outlet, 90° Corner, End Cap, Tee Piece, Bottom Outlet, 4-Way 
Connector

Displays: Hang Pad and Flyer available

TM

85

Tee Piece

5 
in

9 in

End Outlet
5 in

4.
7 

in

End Cap
5 in

4.
7 

in

Corner

5 
in

6 in

4-way connector

5 
in

6 in

Joiner

3.
9 

in

14.5 in

Storm Drain (4.8 in x 5 in)  
D.I.Y. Complete Drainage System 40 in

5 in

13.4 in

Inline Pit

10
.3

 in

4.8 in
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STORM DRAIN™

products.com

TM FEATURES

Easy clip-on grates.
No tools required to assemble.

Prevents pipe blockage

Locking feet.
No re-bar required

Ideal for paths, driveways and domestic areas 
with corners and T sections
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STORM DRAIN™

TM COMPONENTS

Easy fit designEasy interlocking 
design for lower pipe 

in ground.

Designed with 
unique feet, no re-bar 

required

P/N 003102 (Grey)
P/N 003017 (Steel)

P/N 003107 (Grey 10’)
P/N 003018 (Steel 10’)

P/N 003431 (Grey)
P/N 003441 (Steel)

P/N 003005 (Grey)

P/N 003125 (Grey)
P/N 0031241 (Steel)

P/N 003103

P/N 0034048 P/N 000070

P/N 003407 (Grey)

P/N 003408

Channel
Connects two 

channels

Joiner End CapInline pit

Compatible with 4” 
sewer pipe 

Secure Storm Drain™ channel in your 
yard and lawn 

Can change direction of channels 
4 ways

End outlet

Stake Kit4 Way Channel

Prevents pipe 
blockage

Leaf Guard

Addresses issues in an interlocking 
stone applicationvw

Changes direction of 
channels

4 Way Channel

Inline Pit

Protect your grates fo 
a clean finish

Concrete Tape 9m

UNIQUE AND INNOVATIVE OPTIONS THAT PROVIDE SOLUTIONS 
TO SUIT VARIOUS APPLICATOIONS AROUND THE HOME
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STORM DRAIN™

products.com

TM EASE OF INSTALL TIME-SAVING FEATURES

Easy install and removal. 
no tools required

Secure directly in ground, 
No re-bars required

Intelligent self-cleaning u-shaped Design

Innovative Anti-Rotation feet, 
no re-bar required

Protect your grate during Install for 
best results

Smart system clogging prevention leaf guard.z`

Snap-in Grates

Stake Kit

Stake Kit

Anti-Rotation fee

Concrete Tape

Leaf Guard

Easily create desired lengths by 
snapping channel lengths together

Interlocking Channel

EASE OF MAINTENANCE
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STORM DRAIN™

TM Storm Drain system setup using 4 way

End Cap

End Outlet
& Leaf Guard

Slimline Pit

1m Channel
& Grate

3m Channel 
& Grate

4 Way4 Way

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Features

Can the RELN Channel Drains with Grates be cut to size?
Yes, the RELN Channel Drains with either Plastic or Metal grates can be 
cut with an appropriate saw at the desired length.

Can the RELN Channel Drains support a passenger vehicle?
Yes, with the appropriate concrete installation the RELN Storm Drain and 
Storm Mate Channels can support medium duty pneumatic tire traffic, 
autos and light trucks at speeds less than 12mph (20kmh).

Are the channel grates removable once the drains are installed in a 
concrete application?
The RELN channels and grates are designed with pry slots which allows 
the grates to clip in and out, with just a flat head screwdriver.

Can grates be interchangeable with other RELN Channel Drains?
Yes, the Storm Mate and Storm Drain Channels are the same width and 
length which allows the grates to be interchangeable.

What material is the RELN channel and grate made of?
The channel is manufactured from 100% recycled plastic polypropylene. 
The Grey grate and Black Heel Guard grate are made from a tough, 
durable, structurally foamed impact polymer.

What lengths are the RELN Channel Drains available in?
The Channels are sold in lengths of 40 inches (1 meter) or 
10 feet (3 meter) lengths.

Can the RELN Channel Drains support forklift traffic?
To support a forklift, we recommend using the Ductile Iron grates 
(please reach out to sales@ftrproducts.ca). These grates can clip into 
the Storm Mate or Storm Drain channels. Suitable design of the concrete 
slab is required by an engineer to cater for the type of forklift load the 
concrete will be subjected to.

What is the recommended slope the channels should be installed at to 
ensure adequate drainage?
Water will always find its own level, so the drain must always be graded 
towards the outlet, whether the grade be less or more than the ideal. 
The ideal minimum grade is a slope of 2/10” per 40inch length 
(5mm per 1m).

Where should the runoff water that is captured from the Channel Drains 
be drained to?
Preplanning should be completed prior to installation. Any discharge 
water should be away from the property foundation and in an area 
where erosion will not be an issue. It is also beneficial in reusing the 
runoff water to hydrate garden beds and/or flowers. Checking with 
your council/local authority will also ensure that any drainage works 
complies with local regulations.
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STORM DRAIN™
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TM FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Installation

What is the recommended slope the channels should be installed at to 
ensure adequate drainage?
Water will always find its own level, so the drain must always be graded 
towards the outlet, whether the grade be less or more than the ideal. 
The ideal minimum grade is a slope of 2/10” per 40inch length 
(5mm per 1m).

Where should the runoff water that is captured from the Channel Drains 
be drained to?
Preplanning should be completed prior to installation. Any discharge 
water should be away from the property foundation and in an area 
where erosion will not be an issue. It is also beneficial in reusing the 
runoff water to hydrate garden beds and/or flowers. Checking with 
your council/local authority will also ensure that any drainage works 
complies with local regulations.

How do you secure the End Cap to a cut end of the channel drain?
The End Caps for both the Storm Drain and Storm Mate series have 
pressure tabs to allow them to hold in place. Silicone can be added 
to seal the connection point. For additional support, a screw can be 
inserted from the tabs into the channel section.

In a non-concrete (lawn) application, what is the recommend 
installation method to secure the Storm Drain channels?
RELN part 003103 Channel Drain Stake Kit securely holds the channel 
drain in place in softscape applications.

I have an interlock stone driveway, and I would like to have the stone 
installed at the edge of the channel, is this approved?
Encase RELN Channel Drain in concrete, minimum of 4 inches. Ensure 
concrete is consolidated around the channel to eliminate any air pockets. 
Secure pavers adjacent to the RELN channel in high strength mortar.

I have a pre-existing concrete slab; can I just cut the width of the 
channel and sit it in place?
If the application is not to support vehicle traffic, we recommend 
cutting a slightly larger cavity and encase with fill material to secure the 
channel drains. For an application to support a passenger vehicle, we 
recommend you encase the channel drains in concrete, minimum of 
4 inches around each side of the channel drains.

How do you install rebar with the RELN Channel Drains?
The RELN Storm Mate and Storm Drain channels are designed with Anti-
Floatation Channel “Feet” prevent floating when encased in fill material. 
With this feature, rebar is not required. If the applications require the use 
of rebar support, RELN part 003103 Channel Drain Stake Kit allows for the 
installation of rebar.

Can you connect 4 in. corrugated drain pipe to the 
RELN Storm Drain channels?
By using RELN part 000225 Corrugated Adapter, you can connect 
corrugated pipe to the Storm Drain End Outlet part 003408 or to the 
Storm Drain Inline basin part 003431 & 003441.

Can you connect MOLE-Pipe to a Storm Drain channel section?

Yes, MOLE-Pipe can be connected to the Storm Drain channel section 
by using the MOLE-Pipe Female connector (part 1003FA-FTR) and the 
RELN 4 in. Corrugated Pipe adapter (part 000225). The two fittings snap 
into each other to create a secure connection and the opposite end 
of the Corrugated adapter can glue into the Storm Drain End Outlet 
(part 003408) which is connected to the channel section.

Can you connect a drain pipe to the end of the RELN Channel Drains?
With the Storm Drain channel system you can discharge water off the 
end by using part 003408 Storm Drain End Outlet. The End Outlet is 
compatible with 4 in. PVC pipe, or with the RELN part 000225 or 000226, 
you can connect 4 in. corrugated or sch 40 pipe. The Storm Mate 
channel system is only designed to discharge water from the bottom 
and not the ends. Storm Drain and Storm Mate channels have built-in 
bottom outlet which accommodates 4 in. sch 20 PVC pipe.

How do you protect the grates and channels during installation?
RELN part 000070 Channel Drain Tape is used to protect the grates and 
channel drains during install. The RELN tape is the same width of the 
channels and leaves no residue.

How do you connect two lengths of the RELN channel drains together?
Both Storm Mate and Storm Drain channels have interlocking clip-in 
connections. If additional support is required, joiners’ (part 003005) are 
available for the Storm Drain channel series. This would be an ideal 
solution for a long run of channel.

What do you recommend for sealing connections points?
Outdoor weather rated silicone can be used to seal any connection points.

When connecting PVC pipe to the Storm Drain End Outlet, what 
adhesive should be used?
The Storm Drain End Outlet part 003408 is made of ABS plastic. ABS to 
PVC transition glue is required when using PVC pipe.

Can the RELN Channel Drains be installed as a sewer drainage system 
inside a home?
The RELN Channel Drains are only approved and designed to manage 
storm water around the outside of a home and should at no time be 
used for sewage applications.

Can the RELN Channel Drains be installed around a perimeter?
Yes, the Storm Drain part 003124 & 003125 4 Way Adapter allows for 
90-degree corners as well, Tee and intersections.

Can heating cables (ice melting) be used within the RELN Channel 
Drains?
Heating cables should only be used if they are approved for use with 
polypropylene plastic. It is recommended to discuss with the heating 
cable manufacture.

What should be considered when designing a new driveway?
Drainage should be considered in the design of a new driveway so that 
water will run off into a suitable drainage system and not be directed 
into the garage or home.
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STORM DRAIN™

TM

Maintenance

If water remains in the RELN Channel Drains during the cold winter 
temperature will this have any impact on the drains?
Small pockets of water in the channel will indicate that it has not been 
suitably graded to ensure complete run-off. Small pockets of water will 
freeze but not cause and damage to Storm Drain or Storm Mate.

Do the drains require any maintenance?
We suggest you periodically inspect your drains for any debris or leaves 
that may have entered the channels, and have any build-up cleaned 
out to eliminate pipe clogging. We recommend installing the Storm 
Drain Leaf Guard (RELN Part 003410) with your system.

How can I prevent my drain pipe lines from getting clogged with 
leaves and debris?
RELN part 003410, Storm Drain Leaf guard is designed to clip into any 
outlet point for the Storm Drain channel series to prevent pipe blockage.

Are the Channel Drains water tight?
The sump area in the bottom of the channels is water tight. The 
connections between channel sections, end outlets, end caps and 
inline basins are soil tight, not water tight. Adding a bead of water proof 
silicone on each connection point will create a water tight connection.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS


